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private residence

22 Lonsdale Road

BRIEF // design a one-bedroom apartment for Push, the editor of 
Electronic Sound magazine, and his partner Susie, a digital curator 
for the British Library.  The couple would like the apartment to 
express their love of music and technology while also providing an 
impressive space in which to entertain friends, colleagues and 
professional contacts. 

Inspired by the city at night, this remodel of 22 Lonsdale Road 
balances generous open storage with a large entertaining space.  
The clients’ reproduction harpsichord creates a feature in the living 
room, while hand-painted wardrobes create drama within the 
bedroom’s softer mood.  State-of-the-art automated lighting and AV 
technology allows each room to be staged at the touch of a button 
for different moments of the day.



The coolest apartment on the coolest road
in Queen’s Park

unpretentious, open-plan living
generous seating takes centre stage

light and contrast punctuate rich, tonal colour
glossy enamel meets soft velvet

hand-painted finishes meet geometry
functional details fade from view

22 Lonsdale Road



informal
inviting
expressive
eclectic
immersive

22 Lonsdale Road



isometric projection

22 Lonsdale Road
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BRIEF // delighted with the concept for 22 Lonsdale Road, Push and 
Susie requested that the en-suite bathroom be redesigned to have as 
much character as the two main spaces.  The project was then 
approved for costing.

A pack of working drawings was produced, detailing the construction 
requirements for the en-suite bathroom.

22 Lonsdale Road



This drawing is to be read in conjunction with all other relevant architectural, 
structural and consultants' drawings and specifications.
Any discrepancies between this and any other relevant drawing must be brought
to the attention of the designer immediately.
Dimensions are to be checked on site before construction and the designer notified of any 
discrepancies. Only written dimensions are to be used. 
Do not scale from any part of this drawing. 
All dimensions are in millimetres.
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SECTION A - FITTINGS
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B.03 Antonio Lupi 'Sesamo' bespoke storage unit, 450x600

B.04 Antonio Lupi 'Sesamo' bespoke storage unit, 300x300

B.05 Antonio Lupi 'Sesamo' bespoke storage unit, 150x300

B.06 Antonio Lupi 'Sesamo' bespoke bins unit, 300x600

B.07 Antonio Lupi 'Sesamo' bespoke brush unit, 150x600

B.02 Antonio Lupi 'Spicchio' bespoke mirror, 1200x2400

L.03 Antonio Lupi 'Lucente' light, 1500mm

S.10 Geberit 'Sigma70 Umber Glass' flush plate

See Drawing 010: Brush Unit Detail for typical installation
of B.03-B.07; B.07 is presented as an example.
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PLAN - LIGHTING
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A-E

(Integrated) wall-mounted LED light

Integrated wall-mounted LED light

L.02 PHOS 'Eyeconic Trimless Fixed' downlight

L.01 Crestron 'Horizon' keypad

B.01 Antonio Lupi 'Ombra White' bespoke recess
unit, 1500mm

B.02 Antonio Lupi 'Spicchio' mirror, 1200x2400

L.03 Antonio Lupi 'Lucente' light, 1500mm

S.01 AXOR 'LampShower/Nendo Polished Gold
Optic' wall-hung showerhead

22 LONSDALE RD EN-SUITE
This drawing is to be read in conjunction with all other relevant architectural, 
structural and consultants' drawings and specifications.
Any discrepancies between this and any other relevant drawing must be brought
to the attention of the designer immediately.
Dimensions are to be checked on site before construction and the designer notified of any 
discrepancies. Only written dimensions are to be used. 
Do not scale from any part of this drawing. 
All dimensions are in millimetres.
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workspace

BRIEF // design the welcome area for a new workspace belonging to the 
adidas Group on the site of a former bus workshop in north London. 

As a brand, adidas seeks to improve sporting performance and sporting 
experience.  This design expresses that goal by evoking the perfect 
conditions for sport: a crisp exterior setting without glare and without 
obstacles.  LED lighting colours the ceiling to match the changing tones 
of the sky outside, allowing visitors to feel welcome in this bright space at 
all times of year.  Mixing old with new and featuring a sculptural white 
staircase, the design further emphasises the open, youthful and 
collaborative nature of the adidas brand.



crisp whites warmed by colours of the sky
subtle reminders of the adidas identity

interlocking architectural features
spacious, welcoming access routes

design work proudly on display

Sport perfected



OUT OF THE STRONG CAME FORTH SWEETNESS //
Ian McChesney
THE WEATHER PROJECT // Olafur Eliasson
CLOUD GATE // Anish Kapoor
clockwise from top right

crisp
collegiate

upbeat
proud



ground floor plan
scale 1:50 @ A3



mezzanine plan
scale 1:50 @ A3



dusk / noon

first impressions



thinking / check-in

moments to interact



BRIEF // design a 1930s-inspired wardrobe for Ray, a retired engineer 
in his nineties.

This wardrobe makes a feature of Ray’s hat collection, also allowing 
for the storage of shoes, shirts, jackets and trousers.  The need for 
reaching, bending and fist-clenching is minimised through large, easy-
to-pull handles; the wardrobe’s limited height; the placement of shoes 
at eye-level and automated extending rails at waist level.

private residence

Ray’s Wardrobe





BRIEF // design a co-living environment for healthcare and other 
keyworkers living a regular or irregular shift pattern, to be established in 
an historic mews of the Bayswater Conservation Area.  Residents should 
be able to settle in the community long-term, with a minimum stay of 
six months.  They will typically be single, but may have a partner living 
with them short-term.

Junction brings residents together into a self-organising community, 
with services and facilities designed to support life outside society’s 
typical daily rhythm.  Inspired by the seaside in its historic role as a 
place to convalesce, the design provides for both relaxing escape and 
eye-opening stimulation.  Common meals are served in two social 
spaces, one shared by those experiencing the morning and one by 
those arriving home from work.  Secluded bedrooms allow residents to 
achieve good quality sleep after a soothing bath; other activities are 
psychologically and physically distant.

co-living

Junction



A polyrhythmic community

days defined by acts of navigation
salt-washed brights and colours from the cliff face

ordered bedrooms anchor free-form living
sand-toned woods warm to the touch
easy community with routes to privacy

Junction

N



rhythmic
alternative

undisciplined
humane

Junction



front elevation

rear elevation

Junction



section AA

section BB

Junction



ground floor plan
scale 1:50 @ A3

Junction



arrival

Junction



morning dining

Junction



morning lounge

Junction



first floor plan
scale 1:50 @ A3

Junction



to bed

Junction



private living

Junction



second floor plan
scale 1:50 @ A3

Junction



bedroom

Junction



en-suite shower room

Junction
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